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Abstract
Despite a remarkable progress in the control and management of
communicable diseases over the past century, the world is not better-off as
the prevalence of Non-Communicable Diseases (NCD) is on the increase,
both in developed and developing countries. The upsurge in NCD
prevalence is attributable to risk factors both outside and within the control
of individuals. One risk factor that has received less attention than it
deserves is the social interactions variable. Social interactions are the
established relationships among individuals, e.g., among peers or persons in
the same circumstances. Interactions of persons in the same circumstances
affect behavior because of the necessity for the individual to conform to
established group norms or values. It is believed that NCD prevalence in
Kenya is high in sections of the populations where social interactions
among certain groups is intense, but little evidence exists in support of this
supposition. This paper examines this assumption taking into account the
endogeneity of behavior in a group setting .In particular, we estimate a
binary probit model of an individual contracting a non-communicable
disease, conditional on engaging in certain consumption behaviors that are
malleable by peer or group pressure. The key finding from the estimation
exercise is that variables that capture social interactions such as the village
level means of drinking alcohol, consuming vegetables and fruits, and
smoking cigarettes are significantly associated with the likelihood of getting
an NCD. The policy implication of this finding is that NCD prevalence in
Kenya can be reduced by implementing programs to change health
behaviors within social groups.
Keywords: Social interactions, Non-communicable Disease, Risk factors,
Endogeneity
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Introduction
Though there has been a remarkable progress in the control and
management of communicable diseases in 20th century as observed by
WHO (2002a) and Tawa et al, (2011), Non-Communicable Diseases have
taken an upward trend thus imposing healthcare burdens on both developed
and developing economies. It is in this light that Nguyen et al, (2011) and
Maina, (2009) have argued that in the 21st century NCDs will pose a major
challenge in health programming. NCD prevalence has been widely linked
to the exposure of identifiable risk factors that are fuelled by behaviors that
are influenced by group norms, values or sanctions. WHO (2002b) and
Boutayeb (2006) note that low intake of fruits and vegetables, cigarette
smoking and excessive consumption of alcohol together account for close to
95 per cent of NCDs prevalence worldwide. Boutayeb and Boutayeb (2005)
argue that NCD risk factors are country specific and vary in form and
presentation and hence the need for county specific responses to them.
As much as Unwin (2006), Yusuf et al, (2004) and Gupta et al,
(2006) have shown that major NCDs operate through a cluster of common
risk factors that are sometimes outside the control of an individual or
household, Rosenzweig and Schultz (1983) have argued that a household’s
exposure to NCD risk factors could be largely influenced by decisions taken
by others in a social network. Social networks are made up of individuals or
households with strong ties and likelihood of exchanging information with
each other. The social networks typically comprise relatives, friends and
neighbours (Rosenzweig and Schultz, 1983). Becker (1974) underlined the
importance of analysing individual behaviours with reference to the
behaviour and characteristics of a group... Although social interactions are
considered in sociological and anthropological studies and economic
literature of early nineteenth century, they are largely ignored in modern
economic analysis. Becker (1974) concludes that failure to account for
social interactions when, say, estimating health production or consumption
functions leads to biased results.
According to Hartmann et al, (2008) social interactions occur
whenever an individual or a household in a group or neighbourhood affects
other households’ choices directly without the intermediation of the market.
This manifests social effects on the members of the group or
neighbourhood. As noted, NCDs risk factors are acquired or enhanced in a
group context. Caudill and Kong (2001), Larsen et al. (2009) and Quigley
and Collins (1999), show that individuals increase alcohol consumption
when they keep company of heavy drinkers. Engels and Knibbe (2000)
highlight that alcohol and tobacco smoking give social identity, and a sense
of belonging to and connecting to friends and peers. Sun and Green (2003)
concur and argue that alcohol consumption and smoking are social in
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nature, and people generally consider other people’s drinking patterns and
behaviours in determining their own consumption levels. Many are the
times when individuals impulsively mimic the behavior of role models
without recognizing that they are so doing (Van Baaren, 2003, Harakeh et
al, 2007)). This is a form of social interaction mediated through observation.
Eating food together plays a social role in people’s lives. The
quantity of food consumed is related to the social environment within which
it is eaten (Hermans et al, 2009). If this social influence is not controlled for
in modelling human behaviour, the estimated parameters become biased.
Dijksterhuis (2005) observes that failure to take into account social
interactions is to ignore the social glue that makes people social animals.
Bandura (1977, 1986) argues that social interactions play a role in the
development and maintenance of lifestyle behaviours that have a large effect
on individual and household health production.
Social interactions have been shown to be important in individual
and household decision-making as they influence choices. Adam Smith52
recognized the role of social interaction in economic behaviour but may
have been wrong in down-playing their role arguing that the greater part of
men is not frequently under the influence of such interactions (Smith, 1937).
However, Veblen argued that “social interactions are the very stuff of life
that dominates everything else” (Veblen, 1934). Therefore, in understanding
the risk and mitigating factors in the spread of NCDs there is need to assess
the role of social interactions.
NCD in Kenya has taken a very new dimension where slum and
rural areas have registered an increasing manifestation of diabetes which is
currently the major NCD in Kenya (Ayah et.al, 2013 and Hemed et.al,
2014).The two areas are known to have intensive social interactions.
The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the influence of social
interactions on NCDs prevalence in Kenya.
METHODOLOGY AND DATA
The study utilizes a health production function to estimate the effect
of the identified risk factors on the probability of an individual getting an
NCD. The paper evaluates the effects of social interactions on NCD
occurrence following Becker (1974) and Bandura (1977, 1986). Social
interactions are hypothesized to take place in social networks based on
proximity of individuals within a network (Balsa et al, 2014, 2010; Bandiera
and Rasul, 2006). A person is assumed to take action on the basis of
dominant opinions and behaviours of neighbors or peers (DeGiorgi,
Pellizzari and Redaelli, 2009; Eisenkopf, 2010). Thus we include
52

Adam smith referred to social interactions as “passions”
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neighborhood variables in an NCD function. . The coefficients of these
variables show the effect of average exposure to community level
behavioural variables on an individual’s health status, measured here by the
presence of an NCD. Following Wooldridge (1997), Niringiye (2010) and
Greene (2012) the models we estimate are as specified in equations (1) and
(2).


ncd =c0 + c Z + βi X + α iWis + ε i
'
1 i

'
i

(1)

Z i =λ K 'j + β j X i' + α jWis + ε j

(2)
'

Where ncd is non-communicable diseases, Z i is a vector of
endogenous variables, and X i' is a vector of exogenous variables. K i' is a


vector of exogenous variables that are instruments for Z i' . Wis is a vector of
social interaction variables in villages. Since social interactions are not
observable they are proxied by the means of alcohol consumption, cigarette
smoking, vegetables and fruits consumption, all measured at the district
level53. Household i’s observation in each respect is excluded in calculation
of its pertinent mean. By excluding the observation of the household in
question from village means, the influence of the village mean is insulated
from the action of an individual or household. The coefficients c0 c1 β α
and λ are the parameters to be estimated, while ε and ε are the
i

j

disturbance terms.
Equation (1) has multiple endogenous regressors which include
alcohol consumption, smoking and vegetable intake.. Equation (2) specifies
reduced form equations for all the endogenous variables in vector Z i' in
equation (1). The validity of the instruments has been assessed in line with
Nelson and Startz (1990) and Staiger and Stock (1997). Several diagnostics
tests based on the F-test for joint significance of coefficients on potential
instruments were conducted (see (Ajakaiye and Mwabu 2007 and Mwabu
2009).
This study uses data from the 2007 Kenya Household Expenditure
and Utilization Survey (KHHEUS), a national survey conducted by the
Kenya National Bureau of Statistics (KNBS) on behave of the Ministry of
health. This survey collected information on a wide spectrum of socioeconomic indicators designed to monitor, analyse and measure the progress
made in improving living standards in Kenya. The sample consisted of
8,844 households, 6072 of them rural and 2772 urban. Of these 8,453 were
53

The district was used as a proxy for village/ neighborhood. Districts have become counties
in the new constitutional dispensation.
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successfully interviewed giving a response rate of 96 per cent. The survey
reported observations on 39,798 individuals who belonged to 8,423
households out of 8,844 households sampled. The survey covered all
provinces in Kenya, with a total of 737 clusters selected and divided into
506 (68.7 per cent) rural and 231 (31.3 per cent) urban. Neighbourhood
variables were generated as mean values in a village or district.
Results and discussion
Descriptive statistics
The respondents in the survey had a mean age of 30 years, and 52
per cent of the respondents were females. About 32 per cent of respondents
reported consuming some quantity of vegetables and fruits; 12 per cent
reported consuming alcohol (beer, wine and traditional brews), and 8 per
cent were smokers. About 62 per cent were not married while 79 per cent
lived in rural areas. On the other hand about 69.7 per cent reported having
attained primary-school education, and only 1.3 per cent had acquired
university education. On average household members travelled a distance of
1.44 kilometres to access health services from the nearest health facility.
Regression analysis
Table 2 presents results from estimation of equation (1). We
interpret control function results presented in column (3).
Table 1: NCD risk factors in Kenya (Dependent variable is NCD dummy)
Estimation method
Explanatory Variable

Age
Age squared
Urban
Female
Log household income
Years of schooling
Alcohol dummy (1=excess alcohol)
Cigarette dummy (1=smokes)
Fruits/vegetable dummy (1=adequate

Probit
(1)
0.0265**
[0.0016]
-0.0102*
[0.0142]
0.0387**
[0.0034]
0.0162**
[0.0026]
0.0039*
[0.0014]
0.0100*
(0.034)
0.0166
[0.0185]
0.0043
[0.0052]
0.0039

Control function
estimates
0.0058*
[0.0120]
0.0141**
[0.0120)
0.0915**
[0.0404]
0.1099**
[0.0446]
0.0824***
[0.0197]
-0.0100*
(0.0027)
-0.0583**
[0.0924]
0.3674***
[ 0.2095]
-0.6210***

Control
function
estimates
controlling
for
heterogenei
ty (3)
0.0053*
[0.0064]
0.0243***
[0.0112]
0.0542**
[0.0269]
0.0741**
[0.0373]
0.0420***
[0.0120]
-0.0101*
(0.0283)
0.2038**
[0.0243]
0.5139***
[0.3210]
-0.6677***
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Estimation method
Explanatory Variable

intake)
Mean district alcohol consumption
Mean district cigarette consumption
Mean district fruits and vegetables
consumption

Distance to health facility

Probit
(1)
[0.0029]
-0.0017
[0.0015]
-0.0019
[0.0018]
0.0132**
[0.0019]
0.0502**
*
[0.0170]

Control function
estimates
[0.0681]
0.0195**
[0.0138]
-0.0418**
[0.0148]
0.1205**
[0.0281]
0.1737**
[0 .0885]
-0.0670**
[0.2127]
-0.2222***
[0.0913]
0.4714***
[0.1181]

Alcohol residual
Cigarette residual
Fruits and vegetables residual
Cigarette* residual
Fruits/vegetables* residual
Alcohol* residual
Sample size

32721

32721

Control
function
estimates
controlling
for
heterogenei
ty (3)
[0.0646]
0.0849**
[0.0076]
0.0303**
[0.0096]
-0.0640**
[0.0183]
0.0775**
[0.0328]
-0.0766**
[0 .4525]
-0.1344***
[0.0543]
0.1363**
[0.0640]
0.0229
[0.0233]
0.3764***
[0.0926]
-0.0945**
[0.0675]
32721

Source: Author’s computation. Note: ***, ** and * represent significance at 1%, 5% and
10%, respectively. Standard errors are in parenthesis.

The probit results reported in Table 1, column (1) have not
controlled for endogeneity and heterogeneity problems. Although IV
regression results presented in column (2) controls for endogeneit making
the results more preferable than probit, they do not control for
heterogeneity. This study interpolate the results from the control function
approach (2SRI with extensions) which have controls for both endogeneity
and heterogeneity making the results more preferable.
Table 1 column (3) shows that a percentage increase in the
proportion of smokers and heavy drinkers in the population elevates the
likelihood of getting an NCD by 0.514% and 0.204%, respectively. The
results are consistent with those reported by Shona et al, (2011) and Ahmed
et al, (2009).
A percentage increase in the proportion of people consuming
adequate quantities of vegetables and fruits reduces the likelihood of
developing NCDs by 0.67 per cent. The results are consistent with those of
WHO (2002b) that show that low fruit and vegetable intake accounts for 41
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per cent of NCDs, such as coronary heart disease and ischaemic stroke.
WHO (2005) and Nguyen et al, (2011) estimate that a person can reduce the
likelihood of developing an NCD by close to 71 per cent through increasing
the intake of vegetables and fruits.
The estimates further show that prevalence of NCDs is associated
with neighbourhood variables proxied by district mean of alcohol
consumption, cigarette smoking, and vegetable and fruit intake. A one
percent rise in the mean consumption of alcohol and cigarette smoking in a
district raises the likelihood of an NCD incidence in a household residing in
the district by 8.49 and 3.03 per cent, respectively. It is also notable that the
village mean consumption of fruits and vegetables is significant in reducing
the probability of catching an NCD by -0.06%. These results support the
argument that peer effects, social learning and neighbourhood effects
significantly affect the probability of living with an NCD. The results are
consistent with those of Larsen et al, (2010), Caudill and Kong (2001), Suls
and Green (2003) and Herman et al, (2003). These studies conclude that
negative behaviours like alcohol and cigarette consumption are social
activities, and people generally monitor other people's drinking or smoking
patterns to form their own patterns, thus strengthening Chartrand and Bargh
(1999) statement that individuals acquire “chameleon attributes” by
mimicking behaviors that they observe from others.. These social effects
have negative implications on an individual’s and household’s health since
they are associated with the increase of the risk of developing an NCD.
The finding that a one percent rise in the mean consumption of fruits
and vegetables intake in a district reduces the likelihood of NCD incidence
in a household residing in the district by 6.40% provides support for the
observation that positive effects of social interactions can improve health
and nutrition. This confirms the findings by Herman et al, (2003) that food
and eating play an important role in people’s social lives particularly when
household members eat with or in the presence of others. The social context
within which food is eaten has implications for its nutritional effects.
The study further shows living in an urban setting is associated with
a 5.42 per cent likelihood of developing an NCD. The finding is consistent
with Tawa et al, (2011) who found that living in an urban setting is
characterized by high risk factor – such as crowding that increases the
likelihood of having an NCD. The reasoning is that urban lifestyle is
associated with clusters of risk factors due to low levels of physical activity,
higher incomes that promote risky behaviours such as smoking, and
consumption of processed foods with high fat content.
The results further show being female, living in an urban, smoking
and alcohol consumption, low consumption of vegetables and fruits, aging,
few years of schooling, and poor access to health care services are
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associated with increases the likelihood of having an NCD. The results
support those of Lima et al, (2013), Tawa et al, (2011), Nguyen et al, (2011)
Ahamed et al, (2009), Minh et al, (2009) and Taylor (2007).
Conclusion and policy recommendations
The probability of getting an NCD is linked to social, behavioral and
biological risk factors. Accurate identification of risk factors is important in
formulating suitable interventions to combat the rising incidence of NCDs
in the country. This study has evaluated the effect of social interactions on
NCD incidence using survey data from Kenya. The evaluation indicates that
social interactions have large effects on the likelihood of developing an
NCDs. Negative peer effects in alcohol consumption or cigarette smoking
have adverse effects on a household health status. Positive peer effects in
fruits and vegetables intake have salutary effects on a household’s health
and nutrition.
This study shows that social interactions matter in health production.
A clear policy implication from this study is that health advocacy groups
that have access to peer groups and social networks should be publicly
supported to promote programs that can change health behaviours of group
members in desired ways. F\aor instance, since being female increases the
likelihood of acquiring NCD, targeting women groups with interventions
geared towards mitigating the negative impact of NCD provide a feasible
policy option in reducing the burden of NCDs among women.
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